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Introduction
Welcome to Optsee®, the smartest way to prioritize and track your projects and optimize your project portfolios.
The Optsee® system provides you with powerful tools to quickly organize, optimize, and communicate your
decisions and manage your projects and resources.You now have the most powerful project portfolio management
tools available to help you manage and maximize the return from your project portfolios.
This Quick Start guide is designed to give you an understanding of the major features and functions of Optsee®.
The following conventions are used in this guide:

• Red arrows illustrate data entry actions and the blue arrows are for information.
• Summaries, Notes, and Tips are highlighted in text boxes
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Opening for the First Time
Unlike document-based applications, Optsee® uses a powerful database engine to do its work for you. When you
create a new Optsee® datafile, it is created in a “name.4base” directory on Windows or in a “name.4base” Package
on Macs. The file that you open has a “.4dd” application extension inside the directory or package.
There is a demonstration database included in the Optsee® Demo download named “Optsee.4dd.” If it does not
open automatically when you launch, you will see the following form:

1. Click [Open] and then navigate to the “Optsee.4dd” file inside the Optsee folder. Click [Create] to
create a new Optsee® datafile.
Mac Database Package Contents

Windows Database Directory Contents

2. Click on the “Optsee.4dd” file to open the demonstration datafile.
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Naming and Saving a New Portfolio
Optsee® uses a portfolio to store the data and charts used to manage and analyze your portfolios.

1. Open the Portfolio List Form by selecting the "Open
Portfolio List" menu item in the "Portfolio List" menu.
2. Click [New] to open the “New Portfolio Name” form.

3. Enter the name of your portfolio
and click [Save] to open the new
portfolio.
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio
The Portfolio form is the central control form to create, open, modify, and delete Projects and Charts. This form
consists of five tabbed form pages: Data, Bubble Charts, Bar Charts, Ranking Charts, Sensitivity Charts, and
Optimizations.
In the Data page, “Attributes columns” are used to hold the data for your projects.You can have up to 100 attributes.
1. Click on the top row of column “A” to open the “Modify
Attribute” form.

2. Enter the name and weight of the new Attribute. The
“Weight” indicates the relative influence the attribute has
on the overall SMART value project score.

The Attribute form lets you set the relationship
between an attribute actual value, the SMART
SMART Score, and the weighted contribution of that
attribute to the overall SMART Score of the project.

See also “Tracking Uncertainty” and “Using the SMART Prioritization Engine”
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio (cont.)
The curve charted on the form illustrates the relationship between the project attribute values and the SMART score.
You can select 4 different kinds of curves: Linear, S-Type (Logistic), Step, and Custom. All these curves are adjustable.
The Linear Curve lets you use a straightline or curved-line relationship between the
project attribute values and SMART score.

The S-Curve lets you use a logistic
relationship between the project
attribute values and SMART score.

Curve type is
selected using
the [Curve Type]
picture pop-up
button.

The Linear Curve and the S-Curve can be shifted by moving the slider to get the desired relationship.
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio (cont.)
The Step Curve lets you use a incremental relationship
between the project attribute value and SMART score.

The Custom-Curve lets you design the relationship
between the project attribute values and SMART score.

For the Step Curve you can select between 2 and 20 steps. Both the Step and Custom Curves can
be modified by dragging the yellow points on the line with the mouse.
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio (cont.)
Higher attribute values may not necessarily correspond to higher scores. For example, attributes such as “Costs,”
“Resources,” and “Risk,” should SMART scores that decrease as the values get higher. You can easily model this by
checking the “Lower Attribute Values are Better” checkbox to reverse the slope of the SMART Score curve.

Linear-Curve Example: As “Cost” increases, the
SMART Score decreases.

S-Curve Example: As “Risk” increases, the SMART
Score decreases.

Step Curve Example: As “Resource
Requirements” increases, the SMART Score decreases.
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio (cont.)
After adding projects, selecting the [Show Projects] check-box lets you view where your projects are located on the
SMART score curve. Each project is displayed as a small bubble corresponding to a legend item.

Clicking on a project
bubble displays the
name and attribute
value for that project.

Locating a project is
easy! Clicking on a
project row in the
legend enlarges the
corresponding project
bubble along the
attribute curve.

You can adjust any curve with the projects displayed to see exactly the relationship
between the project value and the attribute SMART value as you move it.
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio (cont.)
You can also use “Categories” and “Dates” as data formats for attributes. Simply select that format in the “Column
Format” drop-down menu.

The date will be formatted according to your system preferences:
“mm/dd/yyyy” or “dd/mm/yyyy.”
Note that the “Weight” field is not visible because you cannot
assign weights to the Date attributes and they cannot contribute to
the total SMART Score.

Categories are particularly useful for assigning
values to more qualitative types of attributes.
Note that you can assign weights to Categories
attributes so the contribution is included in the
SMART Score calculation.
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio (cont.)
The tabbed area on the bottom lets you modify Priority and Uncertainty settings and Column Format and
Appearance settings.
Tab control for choosing
between these options
Attribute type
is selected here
Attribute Weight is
entered here
Select this if you want lower
values to have higher scores
(such as costs)
Select this if you want to use
this attribute in charts
Number of decimal places for
the data display is selected here
Column currency or percent
symbol is selected here
Number format for the data
display is selected here

The attribute
appearance settings
specify the pattern
and color
combinations for
use in bar charts
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Adding Project Attributes to Your Portfolio (cont.)
3. After you click [Save] to close the Attribute form, the Attribute Name appears in the top row of the column,
and the Attribute weight appears in the header above the column. Below is an empty portfolio with 4 displayed
attribute columns.

You can use the Attribute
button to toggle open and
closed a ranked list by weight
of all attributes at the
bottom of the form.You can
edit the weight directly in the
Attributes form.

TIP: Use the expand
and contract button
to instantly widen
and shrink the
column widths.
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Adding Individual Projects to Your Portfolio
1. Click on [New] at the top of the Portfolio form to open the “New Project” form.

2. Enter the Project data in the form, including
the name and Attribute Values for that Project.
Note that the Attribute names from the
corresponding columns are filled-in.
3. Select a color, pattern, pattern color, and line
pattern for the Project that will be used in
your charts. Clicking the Color squares will
open the system Color Picker form for
selecting the color. Check the [Blink on
Charts] checkbox if you want the bubble to
blink on and off on the charts.

Note: Projects can
also be added by
importing projects
from spreadsheets.

Attribute Values

4. Click [Save] to save and close the form.
When a portfolio contains 2 or more projects,
a “SMART Score” is calculated automatically
when you save the Project.
See also “Using the SMART Prioritization
Engine” for a detailed description of the
Value Scoring System.

Clicking on a “Category”
attribute lets you select the
value from a pop-up menu.
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Editing Projects in Your Portfolio
The Portfolio below contains 5 projects sorted by Name.

You can edit Project data in four ways:

TIP:You can modify appearance of the portfolio form by opening the
“Preferences” form under the File ->Preferences menu item.

• Directly in the Portfolio form by slowly double-clicking in a cell to make the data in the cell editable
• Quickly double-clicking on a row or single-clicking the project row and then clicking [Open] to open the
Project in a project form
• Selecting a subset of projects and using the “Modify Selection” to modify all the projects at once.
• Arranging and moving project bubbles in a bubble chart. Note: Only Project names and Attribute values can be
• Importing Projects from a tab-delimited spreadsheet.
edited directly in the Project form. Changes can be

“undone” by selecting the "Undo" menu item from the
"Edit" menu or selecting the control-z (Windows) or
command-z (Mac).
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Creating a Bubble Chart
1. Click the [Bubble Chart] tab at the top of the Portfolio to open the “Bubble Chart List” form,
then click [New] to open the “New Bubble Chart” form.

The “Create New Bubble Chart” form
contains 4 drop down menus for selecting the
display parameters. The Z-axis is for 3D
Bubble Charts. The “Use Weighted Values”
check boxes let you chart the weighted
normalized attribute values.
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Creating a Bubble Chart (cont.)
2. Name the Bubble Chart “Value v Cost v Reward” and then select the parameters using the
drop down menus as shown below:

3. Click [Save and Open Chart] to open the new chart automatically using your default preference settings.
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Examining a Bubble Chart: First Look
Most Attractive
Quadrant
NOTE:You can toggle
the X- and Y-axes from
the sides to the center
of the chart using a
setting in the Chart
Preferences form.

Least Attractive
Quadrant

In this view of this bubble chart, the chart area is bounded by the highest and lowest Project attribute values
and divided into quadrants (X-axis and Y-axis in center). This allows you to identify the most attractive and
least attractive areas. In this chart, the most attractive area is the upper left quadrant (higher SMART Scores
and low cost) versus the least attractive lower right quadrant (lower SMART Scores and higher costs).
In this chart, the “best” projects are the ones with the largest “Profit” bubbles in the upper left quadrant:
Project Mensa and Project Pegasus. The “worst” project (lowest overall value) is Project Perseus in the lower
right quadrant.
Another way of thinking about relative attractiveness is to draw a diagonal line from the lower left corner to
the upper right corner. Above the line are the bigger “bang for the buck” projects.
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Interacting with Bubbles
Double-clicking on a bubble opens the
corresponding project in the project form for
editing. Any changes that you save in the project
form are immediately updated in the bubble chart.
1. Double-clicking on the Project
Cancer bubble on the chart opens the
project in the project form.

2. Clicking on the Pattern drop-down menu and
pattern color buttons let’s you select a different
pattern-color combination.

3. Clicking [Save] displays the
modified bubble in the chart.
Tip: Double-clicking on the Project’s
name or icon in the legend area will
also open the corresponding project.
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Interacting with Bubbles (cont.)
Hovering your cursor over a bubble and
clicking the right mouse button (control-click
on a Mac) displays the name, X,Y, and Bubble
size values for that bubble.
You can also move bubbles by “dragging and
dropping” them in the chart area. SMART
Scores are recalculated (if necessary), and
Project data is automatically updated and saved
to correspond with the new bubble location.
1. Click on a bubble and hold down
the mouse until a red square is
drawn around the selected bubble
and the bubble moves to the front.
Release the mouse, and click on it
again to drag it while holding down
the left mouse button. (You can also
move the selected bubble using the
“Arrow” keys.)
2. Release the mouse and click
outside of the square to drop the
bubble where you placed it. The
chart and project data are
updated to reflect the new
bubble location.

Note that Overall SMART
Scores aren’t displayed as the
bubble is being dragged, but
they are calculated after the
bubble is dropped and
relocated to correspond to the
selected value.

Moved bubbles can be restored to
their original positions by
selecting the "Undo" menu item
from the "Edit" or selecting the
control-z (Windows) or
command-z (Mac) after moving
the bubble.
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Using Zoom-Boxes
Zoom-Boxes are easy way to “zoom-in” on specific groups of bubbles in your chart. They are
particularly useful for expanding congested areas where there many bubbles.
1. Click on [Draw Zoom Box] at the bottom
of the Bubble Chart form.

2. Click and hold down the mouse at the
initial zoom-box corner, and then continue to
hold down the mouse as your drag it to
create the zoom-box.
Note that only bubbles whose center-point is
contained in the zoom-box area are displayed
in the zoom-box chart.

3. Release the mouse to automatically redraw the chart to display only the bubbles
contained in the zoom-box area.
4. You can repeat the process to create a
new zoom-box or click [Zoom Box Off] to
restore the original chart boundaries.
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Add Drawings and Annotations to Your Charts
You can use the drawing tools to add notes and draw on your charts. You can open the drawing
palette from the “Charts” menu, or it opens automatically whenever you open a chart.

You can draw lines,
circles, text, rectangles,
and free-form objects.

1. Click on a drawing tool to activate it.

The [Line Color], [Line
Width], and [Arrows]
objects let you select the
format of your line
drawings.
[Hide Drawings] and
[Show Drawings] toggles
the display of your
drawings.

2. Click and hold down the mouse at
to begin the drawing, and then release
the mouse to complete it.

[Delete All Drawings]
permanently deletes all
the drawings on the
frontmost bubble chart.

Drawn objects and text can be
resized and moved around the
chart. Click and hold the mouse on
an object and a frame with handles
will appear. You can then expand or
contract the object using the
handles, or move it by clicking on it
and dragging the mouse while
holding the button down. Clicking
outside the frame releases the
object.

3. To add text, select the text
box button on the tool bar, and
then and then hold the mouse
down and drag the cursor
slightly where you want the
text to begin. This will open a
form for you to enter and
format your text. Click [Save]
to add the text to the chart
area.
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Displaying Bubbles With Zero and Negative Values
Bubbles that have a negative value for their size
parameter are displayed as a transparent bubble
with an “X” inside the perimeter. The bubble area
is proportional to the absolute (positive)
magnitude of the negative value and the “X”
exhibits the color/pattern combination of the
corresponding project.

Bubbles that have a zero value for their size
parameter are displayed simply as a single-size “X”
without a defining perimeter border. The “X”
exhibits the color/pattern combination of the
project.
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Setting Chart Preferences
The Chart Preference form let’s you control virtually all aspects of
your bubble chart display.
You open this form by selecting [Modify Chart] at the bottom of the
Bubble Chart display form or at the top of Bubble Chart List form.
You can view the different options by clicking on the tabs at the top
of the form.

Tip: The “Use Default Limits” check boxes allow the
axes limits to adjust automatically if a bubble is
modified such that its attribute value is outside the
current High-Low values. When these boxes are
checked, the limits are adjusted automatically.
Otherwise, the limits are fixed, and data outside the
limits is not displayed.
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Modifying Background Colors and Pictures
You can add pictures, solid colors or gradient backgrounds to your charts to get dramatic effects by using the
Color and Pictures Preferences tools in the Bubble Chart Preferences form. Clicking on the color squares
opens the system Color Picker form for selecting the colors you want. Click [Select Picture] to select or
import background pictures.

Display a background
picture in the chart,
legend, or both areas.
Background picture preview.

Click to select a picture.
Lighten or darken picture.

The Background color is the
main background color.
The Foreground color is the color
used for chart axes and text.
The Gradient Type is the type of gradient.
“None” displays a solid color background
The Gradient color is the color that
the background color transitions to
in the gradient display.
The Grid line color is the color used for
the grid lines.

This figure displays the 6 different types of
gradients from which you can select. The
Background Color is dark blue and the Gradient
Color is light blue.
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Customizing Your Bubbles Look
Gradients: You can add a gradient to your bubbles to get a more “3D” effect by
checking the [Display as 3D Bubbles] checkbox in the “Preferences form” under the
“Bubbles” tab.

Transparency: You can make to your bubbles transparent by reducing the
opacity in the preferences form using the [Bubble % Opacity] slider or field. Note:
When using transparency, best results are obtained with drop shadows off and light
backgrounds.
Drop Shadows: You can also add drop shadows to your bubbles to get a more
“3D” effect by checking the [Display Drop Shadows] checkbox in the “Preferences
form” under the “Bubbles” tab.

Numbers: When you have many bubbles with similar or the same color, it can be
useful to use numbers to identify the bubble. Checking the [Display Bubble
Numbers] checkbox in the “Preferences form” under the “Bubbles” tab will add a
number to the center of each bubble and to the corresponding legend item.
Project Mensa

Project Scorpio

Project Capricorn

Project Apollo

Labels: You can also add name labels to your bubbles by checking the [Display
Bubble Names] checkbox in the “Preferences form” under the “Bubbles” tab. Also,
use the [Use Smart Bubble Labels] to help prevent overlapping labels.
Blinking: You can make selected bubbles “blink” on and off in bubble charts by
checking the “Blink on Charts” checkbox in the project form.
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Creating a 3D Bubble Chart
3D Bubble Charts add a Z-axis to a bubble chart so that you can display an additional dimension
of data. The Z-axis is represented as a vertical axis.You create a 3D Bubble Chart just like you
created a 2D chart except that you add the extra data set using the Z-Axis pop-up menu at the
bottom of the New Bubble Chart form.

1. Enter the selections and then click [Save and Open Chart] to open the new chart.
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Analyzing a 3D Bubble Chart
Most Attractive
Box Space

Least Attractive
Box Space

You can identify the most attractive and least attractive areas of a 3D chart in a similar manner to a 2D chart.
In this chart, the most attractive area is the upper left front box space (higher SMART Scores, lower costs, and
higher success probabilities) versus the least attractive lower right rear box space (lower SMART Scores,
higher costs, and lower success probabilities ).
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Customizing a 3D Bubble Chart
You can rotate the chart using the blue arrow buttons at the bottom
of the 3D Chart form to see different perspectives of the 3D area.
The chart rotates vertically and horizontally round the axes as
illustrated on the right.
The green oval button restores the chart to the default rotation
angles.

Drop-lines” leading from bubble centers to grid planes can help you
see where the bubbles are in relationship to the grids in the 3D
space. You can toggled these on and off using a check box in the
“Bubbles” tab of 3D Chart Preferences form.

You can also toggle a “box” effect on and off using a check box in
the “Grids” tab of the 3D Chart Preferences form. The “box” effect
can help improve perspective.

The color and transparency of the individual grids are completely
customizable in the “Grids” tab of the 3D Chart Preferences form.
You can also toggle a gradient effect on and off for each individual
grid using a check box in that tab.
Note: You can add drawings and annotations to a 3D Chart, but they do not rotate
when the chart is rotated and they are not displayed when the chart is printed or
exported.
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Displaying Subsets of Projects
Bubble Charts redraw dynamically to display only the projects currently listed in the Portfolio. You
can use this feature view only subsets of projects that you selected manually or by querying.
1. Select the 10 projects by clicking on the rows (or shift-clicking to select the group).

2. Click [Subset] to display only the selected projects.

3. Click [All] to re-display all of the projects.
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Using Custom Legends
You can create custom Legends to identify groups of projects. The Legends menus are created and assigned in the
Legends page of the bubble chart preferences form. Once created, a custom Legend is available for use in all other
bubble charts in the data file.
1. Open the Bubble Chart Preferences form by clicking the [Modify Button] at the
bottom of a chart. Click on the “Legends” tab at the top of the Preferences form.
2. Click the [New] button to name the new Custom Legend:

3. Click [Save], and then select the “Development Phase” custom legend in the
preference form list, and click [Open] to open the custom legend.
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Using Custom Legends (cont.)
4. Click the [New] button to open the new custom legend item form. Name the first item “Phase
1” and don’t assign it a pattern or pattern color. Click [Save] to save the item.

5. Using the same procedure, create 4 more custom legend items corresponding to the attribute
“Development Phase” categories.
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Using Custom Legends (cont.)
7. Click in the left column of the Custom Legend Name list
to select the custom legend to display in the chart.

8. Click the [Bubble and Custom] radio button to display
both the Bubble and the Custom legends in the chart. Then
click [Save] and [Close] to close the preferences form.

9. Open the bubble chart to see the
custom legend is now displayed below
the bubble legend in the lower right side.
Next, you’ll learn how to modify
selections of projects to match the
custom legend items patterns and
colors.
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Modifying a Subset of Projects
It is often useful to modify a group or subset of projects to be able to distinguish them from the other projects
in a bubble chart. But instead of doing this one project at a time, Optsee® let’s you do this quickly using the
“Modify Selection” form. In this example, we are going to select and modify the projects by Development Phase
so we can easily track where they are in multiple attribute dimensions.
1. Sort the portfolio by “Dev. Phase” by clicking the column header and then select (highlight) the “Phase 2” projects.

2. Click the “Modify Selection...” menu item from the “Portfolios” menu to display the “Modify Selected Projects” form.
You can modify any project parameter (except the Project names) by using this form.
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Modifying a Subset of Projects (cont.)
3. Click [Pattern] to enable the Pattern pop-up menu, and select a new pattern for all the “Phase 2” projects.

4. Click [Modify] to save the pattern change. Return to the Portfolio form and click [All] to display
all the projects. All of the modified projects now display the new pattern in the picture column.
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Modifying a Subset of Projects (cont.)
7. By making the pattern different, you can easily track selections of projects when you create new
bubble charts.

Marketed: Frames
Phase 1: No pattern
Phase 2: Dark cross-hatched pattern
Phase 3: Purple horizontal lines
Pre-Development: Diagonal blue lines
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Using the SMART Prioritization Engine
The Optsee® Prioritization Engine automatically ranks your projects based on a SMART Score calculated from the
actual project data and weights that you assign to that data. The higher the weight, the more influence that attribute
has on the Overall SMART Score.
For example, if “Profit” is assigned a weight of “1000” and “%Probability of Success” is assigned a weight of “500,”
then “Profit” is going to have twice the influence on the total SMART Score as “%Probability of Success.” If two
projects have identical “Profit” values, than the project with the higher “%Probability of Success” value will have the
higher Overall SMART Score.
Optsee® uses a rigorous value scoring system developed by researchers from Harvard, MIT, and the University of
Southern California called SMART (Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique). The SMART system in Optsee® uses
weighted normalized value curves to compare projects. For example, in the value curve for “Profit” illustrated
below, the relative “worst” outcome is the lowest profit and the “best” outcome” is the highest profit. Projects with
the highest profits would contribute 100 value points and projects with the lowest would contribute 0 value points
to the Overall SMART Score. Projects with Profit between the “Best” and “Worst” would have SMART Scores
calculated along the straight line between 0 and 100.
In Optsee® , the “Best” and
“Worst” outcomes are based on
the maximum and minimum values
in the attribute column and
whether you designate that
“Lower Values are Better” in the
“Attribute” form.

Highest Profit = “Best Outcome”

Lowest Profit = “Worst Outcome”
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Using the SMART Prioritization Engine (cont.)
The Total SMART Score is the sum of all the individual SMART Scores multiplied by their normalized
weights.
You can adjust your individual SMART Score curves by using the slider on the Attribute form. Sliding it to
the right creates an “Increasing Rate of Return” compared to the straight line “neutral” curve such that
better projects have a proportionally higher rate of return than worse projects. For example, if the attribute
were “profit,” the increasing the rate of return would create a bias for higher profit projects in the “profit”
SMART Score.
Increasing Rate of Return

Decreasing Rate of Return

Similarly, sliding it to the left creates a “Decreasing Rate of Return” compared to the straight line “neutral”
curve such that better projects have a proportionally lower rate of return than worse projects. Adjusting for
a decreasing rate of return is useful when small increases in the “better” projects are not a valuable as small
increases in “worse” projects.
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Using the SMART Prioritization Engine (cont.)
Essentially, here is how the Overall Value for each individual choice is calculated:
1.The individual value for each project’s attribute value is calculated according to the value curve illustrated on
the previous page. These are the individual “normalized values.”
2. The individual value values are adjusted in proportion to their relative weights or importance that you have
assigned. These are the individual “normalized weighted values.”
3. The “normalized weighted values” are summed together to yield the combined value or "Overall SMART
Score.”
You can toggle between the actual attribute values and the normalized weighted values by clicking the [Calc.] and
[Actual] button on the portfolio form.

1. Click [Calc.] to display the “normalized weighted values” in the attribute columns. Note that the values in the
attribute columns sum to the number in the “SMART Score” column:

Tip:You can view these values in your bubble charts by clicking
on the “Use Weighted Value” check boxes in the new bubble
chart form. See “Creating a Bubble Chart” for more details.

2. Click [Actual] to display the actual values are displayed in the attribute columns.
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Using the SMART Prioritization Engine (cont.)
Therefore, using the prioritization engine gives you an objective relative ranking of your projects based on the
importance that you assign to the attributes by the weights. We recommend experimenting with different weighting
models using a small group of projects to find a set that ranks those project the way you would. Then you can have
more confidence in using those weights on a larger portfolio of projects.
Two important factors to keep in mind:

• Don’t weight two or more Attributes that basically describe the same thing, like “Profit” and “ROI” - in other
words, don’t double-count! Only weight the attribute that best represents the value and will be the most
influential.

• Don’t weigh too many attributes or you will dilute the effectiveness of the model.

Four to seven weighted

attributes will give you the best results.
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Using the Prioritization Bar Charts
You can also use bar graphs to study and analyze the distribution of values in your portfolios.
1. Click the “Bar Charts” tab at the top of the Portfolio form, and then click [New] to
open the “New Bar Chart” form.

2. Enter the name for the new Bar Chart and
select the data that you want to display.

3. Click [Save and Open Chart] to open the
new chart.
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Using the Prioritization Bar Charts (cont.)
The normalized weighted attribute chart displays the color-coded individual SMART Scores for each attribute for
each project. The length of each bar represents the total SMART Score for each project; the longer bars indicate a
higher SMART Score.
Double-clicking on an attribute in the legend on the left opens the individual attribute form for the selected
attribute.
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Using the Prioritization Bar Charts (cont.)
You can also view the raw data values and the percent normalized weighted values in bar charts by choosing those
options when you create a new chart. The percent normalized weighted values is particularly insightful for examining
the relative contributions to the total SMART Score for each project and attribute.

Tip: Double-clicking on an attribute in the legend
will open that attribute in the Attribute form.
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Using the Prioritization Bar Charts (cont.)
The Bar Chart Preference form let’s you control virtually all aspects of your bar chart display.
You open this form by selecting [Modify Chart] at the bottom of the Bar Chart display form or at the top of Bar
Chart List form.You can view the different options by clicking on the tabs at the top of the form.
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Creating and Using Sensitivity Charts
Sensitivity charts help you answer many "what if?" questions about your portfolio. They also help to quickly
understand:
• Which attributes have the greatest impact on your projects
• How the rankings change relative to the attributes
• How the model changes relative to changing an attribute's weight
1. Click the [Sensitivity Charts]
tab of the Portfolio form, and
then click [New] to open the
“Create New Sensitivity Chart”
form.

2. Enter a name for your
ranking chart, and then select
the attribute you want to use
for ranking your projects from
the pop-up menu.

3. Click [Save and Open Chart]
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Creating and Using Sensitivity Charts (cont.)
Sensitivity charts get very busy with many projects, so it helps to use zoom-boxes and to create portfolio subsets
to compare small groups of projects.

Use a zoom-box to isolate
Project Centaurus and
Project Phoenix
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Creating and Using Sensitivity Charts (cont.)
Imagine that you’re trying to compare these two projects and want to know at what cost the SMART Score of Project
Phoenix becomes equivalent to Project Centaurus. By drawing a horizontal line across the chart, you can see that if
the cost of Project Phoenix was reduced to ~$1,700, it would have the same SCORE as Project Centaurus.

As the cost of Project
Centaurus goes up, the
SMART Score goes down.

As the cost of Project
Phoenix goes down, the
SMART Score goes up.
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Creating and Using Sensitivity Charts (cont.)
Sensitivity charts can also help you understand how SMART Scores change when a weight changes. This is done by
creating a “Test Weight” sensitivity chart.

1. Click the [Sensitivity Charts]
tab of the Portfolio form, and
then click [New] to open the
“Create New Sensitivity Chart”
form.

2. Select the attribute you want
to use for ranking your projects
from the pop-up menu.
3. Check the test weight checkbox. The default weights are the
range between the highest and
lowest attribute weights.
3. Click [Save and Open Chart]
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Creating and Using Sensitivity Charts (cont.)
In this chart, you can see how the SMART SMART Scores change as the weight changes. The column of bubbles
represents the current “Cost” attribute weight of 5000. If you change the weight, that column will move and the
SMART ranking of the bubbles will change.

Use a zoom-box to isolate
Project Scorpio, Project
Orion, and Project Phoenix
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Creating and Using Sensitivity Charts (cont.)
When we zoom-in, we can see how the SMART Scores change as the weight changes for the 3 projects in the
chart. The points “A,” “B,” and “C,” represent intersection points where the projects change ranking. For example,
point “A” represents the weight where Project Scorpio begins to have a higher SMART Score than Project
Phoenix, and point “C” represents the weight where Project Orion begins to out-rank Project Phoenix.

SMART Scores change as attribute weight changes.
Points A, B, and C show the line intersections
where the project rankings change as the weight
gets higher or lower.

C

A
B
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Creating and Using Sensitivity Charts (cont.)
The Sensitivity Chart Preference form let’s you control virtually all aspects of your Sensitivity chart display.
You open this form by selecting [Modify Chart] at the bottom of the Sensitivity Chart display form or at the top of
Sensitivity Chart List form.You can view the different options by clicking on the tabs at the top of the form.
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Tracking Uncertainty
Tracking uncertainty allows you to assign +/- ranges to individual attribute values in projects. For
example, you could assign a cost at $500 with a high cost of $525 and a low cost of $490. In
Optsee, the high value is referred to as the “Plus” value, the low value is referred to as the “Minus”
value, and the primary value is referred to as the “Likely” value.
1. Start by opening a portfolio and opening the Portfolio Preferences form under the “File” menu.

2. Check the [Track Uncertainty
in Attributes] check box to
activate uncertainty tracking.
3. Click [Save] to save your preferences.
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Tracking Uncertainty (cont.)
Once Uncertainty Tracking has been activated, the “High” and “Low” SMART Scores are calculated
automatically, and the columns displaying these values can be toggled “on” and “off” using the [HiLo] button in the portfolio toolbar.
1. Use this button to toggle to display of
the High and Low SMART Score
columns.You can choose the data that
you want displayed in these columns
using in the Portfolio Preference form.
Tip: Checking the [Lock Uncertainty Value
Columns] in the Portfolio Preferences from will
keep these columns displayed when you
horizontally scroll through the Attribute columns.

2. Click the top row of an attribute
column to open that attribute and
note that the “Default Uncertainty”
settings are now enabled.
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Tracking Uncertainty (cont.)
Default Uncertainty settings let you control how the uncertainty is set for each individual project attribute.
You can set it manually in each project or have it calculated automatically for all the projects in the portfolio.
Select this button to enter the uncertainty
manually in the individual project forms.
This requires opening each project and
setting the “ ” and “Minus” in each form
for this attribute.

NOTE:You cannot set uncertainty
values for an attribute using the
Category data-type.

Select this button to have the uncertainty
calculated automatically as a percentage for
each project. In this example, a project with
a likely value of “100” would have a “ ”
value of “110” and a “Minus” value of “95”
based on the pop-up menu settings.

Select this button to have the uncertainty
calculated automatically using absolute
values that are added and subtracted for
each project. In this example, a project with
a likely value of “100” would have a “ ”
value of “115” and a “Minus” value of “90”
based on entered settings.
For a “date-format” attribute, the Absolute
Default Uncertainty is “Days.” You cannot
set a percentage for a date attribute.
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Tracking Uncertainty (cont.)
Project forms have two additional columns to display and edit when Uncertainty Tracking is activated: the
“Plus” and “Minus” values. In addition, there are two additional value-score fields that display the high and
low values calculated using the SMART prioritizer.
The “Distribution” column is used to assign distribution curves for use in Prioritizations using Monte Carlo
simulations.

These are calculated automatically by
the SMART prioritizer using the values
in the “Plus” and “Minus” fields.

The values in the “Plus” and “Minus” column
are either entered manually or calculated
automatically depending upon the individual
attribute settings (see previous page).You
cannot manually enter or edit a “Plus”
or”Minus” value if the score is set
automatically.
How these values are used in the SMART
optimizer depends on the [Lower Attribute
Values are Better] setting in the attribute
form. “Plus” values lower the score if the
[Lower Attribute Values are Better] check
box is checked or raise the score if it is unchecked.
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Tracking Uncertainty (cont.)
You can view your uncertainty data in 2D bubble charts, attribute sensitivity charts, and ranking charts by selecting
the [Show Uncertainty Bars] check-box in the respective chart preferences form. The are not available for display in
3D bubble charts or weight sensitivity charts. Ranking charts are discussed in the next section.
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Creating and Using Ranking Charts
Ranking charts provide a unique and informative view of your projects ranking. Ranking charts can be used to rank
projects by the SMART Scores or other attributes. In addition, you can add an additional level of data visualization
by adding bubbles to the project ranking.
1. Click the [Ranking Charts]
tab of the Portfolio form, and
then click [New] to open the
“Create New Ranking Chart”
form.

2. Enter a name for your
ranking chart, and then select
the attribute you want to use
for ranking your projects from
the top pop-up menu.

3. Click [Save and Open Chart]
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Creating and Using Ranking Charts (cont.)
The projects in this chart are ranked by SMART Score from left to right. The projects on the left have the
highest SMART SMART Scores. Each bar represents the highest, lowest, and likeliest SMART Score as
calculated by the SMART prioritizer using the values entered for each project in the portfolio.
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Creating and Using Ranking Charts (cont.)
You can also display bubbles in this chart for an additional data dimension. Open the “Preferences” form and
select an attribute for the bubble size and then check the [Display Bubbles] check box.

1. Open the “Ranking Chart
Preferences” form, and select an
attribute for bubble size from
the pop-up menu.

2. Check the [Display Bubbles]
check box.

3. Click [Save] and [Close].
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Creating and Using Ranking Charts (cont.)
In addition to the project rankings by SMART Scores, the chart now displays an additional set of data
represented by bubble size.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations
As you have learned, uncertainty tracking in Optsee® allows you to specify the highest, lowest, and likely values for
individual attributes, and automatically calculate the high, low, and likely SMART Scores for each project based on
those assigned values and the assigned attribute weights.
In the real world, the actual project attribute values are likely to fall somewhere in-between the highest and lowest
values, so the individual project and total portfolio values can be more accurately represented by a distribution of
possible outcomes, rather than a single SMART score or a combination of 3 SMART Scores.
The example histograms below illustrate the outcome of a simulation prioritization for an entire portfolio. The
chart on the left displays where the median and 90% and 10% limits are located. The chart on the right shows the
mean and standard deviations for the portfolio. These histograms are generated automatically.

Mean and Standard Deviations: This chart displays the mean
(average) of the simulation outcomes and three standard deviations.
There is a 68.26% probability that the actual outcome will fall between
±1 standard deviation, a 95.44% probability that it will fall between ±2
standard deviations, and a 99.72% probability that it will fall between ±3
standard deviations.

Median and 90%, 10%: This chart displays the center of the
distribution and the 80% range for the likely outcome. There is a 10%
probability that the actual outcome will be below the 10% line and a 10%
chance that it will be above the 90% line. Therefore, there is an 80%
probability that it will fall between those two lines.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)

The SMART Simulation Prioritizer uses a methodology called “Monte Carlo simulation.” Monte Carlo simulation
methodology was named for Monte Carlo, Monaco; a city that is famous for its casinos and games of chance such as
roulette wheels, dice, cards, and slot machines. Games of chance exhibit random behavior within the context of the
game equipment and rules. For example, a shuffled deck of cards will contain 52 cards, but the card order is
random.
An Optsee® Monte Carlo simulation involves creating thousands of random attribute weights and/or portfolios
within a set of defined parameters. Optsee® then calculates a complete statistical ranking for all the projects in the
portfolio and a probability curve of potential outcomes for the entire portfolio.
By combining the SMART Simulation-Prioritization with optimizations, “Portfolio Views,” and Efficient Frontier
analyses, you have the capability to compare and select portfolios based on predicted outcomes of optimized
portfolio models.

Efficient Frontier Charts let you compare different portfolios on a
single chart against the efficient frontier boundary.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
When running a Prioritization-Simulation using variable attributes, the random value assigned to an attribute is
determined by the assigned probability distribution curve for that attribute for that particular project and the “Plus”
and “Minus” and “Likely” values.
The probability distribution curves for the individual project attributes are set in the project form. There are 3 types
of distribution curves to choose from:
Minus

Plus

Uniform: The probabilities of selecting a value between and
including the “Plus” and “Minus” values are identical.

Text
Normal (Gaussian): The probability of selecting a value between
and including the “Plus” and “Minus” values is based on a normal
distribution (6-sigmas) centered between the “Plus” and “Minus”
values.

Uniform Distribution
Minus

Plus

Normal (Gaussian) Distribution

Triangular: The probability of selecting a value between and
including the “Plus” and “Minus” values is based on a
triangular distribution between the “Plus” and “Minus” values
and the apex of the triangle at “Likely” value.
NOTE: The triangular distribution is the only distribution in
which the “Likely” value is used in defining the shape of the curve.

Likely
Minus

Plus

Triangular Distribution
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
The probability distribution curves for the individual project attributes are set in the project form using the pop-up
menu in the “Distribution” column.
Distribution curves can not be assigned to Date and Category attributes, therefore, they are labeled “Not
Applicable” in the “Distribution” column.

Selecting a Distribution curve
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
1. Click on “Prioritizer” button on the Portfolio form to open the Prioritizer form.

2. Choose whether to apply the prioritization simulation to the current portfolio or create a new
portfolio. Creating a new portfolio duplicates the entire “parent” portfolio including charts and views
before prioritizing it. Choosing [Overwrite] will overwrite the current SMART Scores in the current
portfolio, and it cannot be changed back into a non-simulated portfolio.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
1. Enter the name of
new Prioritization
4. Select the Number of
Simulations to run

2. Select the
“Prioritization Type

5. Select the maximum
weight of the highest
ranked attribute

3. Select the
“Attribute Order”

6. Select “Weight Bias:”
This allows you to bias
toward your highest
ranked attributes
7. Click “Run Prioritization”
to start the prioritization

Notes:
Attribute Order:
Prioritization Types:
• “Ranked Attribute Order” varies
• Variable Weights: Varies attribute
the attribute weights while holding
weights only
the rank order constant
• Variable Projects: Varies Project
• “Random Attribute Order” varies
attribute values within the uncertainty
both the attribute weights and the
limits only
• Combined: Varies both simultaneously rank order

Number of Simulations:
Number of tests to be performed.
Maximum Weight:
The maximum attribute weight to
be assigned in simulation.
Weight Bias:
Allows you to set a bias toward
your highest ranked attributes.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
A progress monitoring form is displayed as
the Prioritization Simulation is executed:

Each time a simulation test is performed, the SMART Score and Rank by Score is collected. At the end of the
Prioritization Simulation a statistical analysis of the results is performed. These results are summarized under
the “Simulation Results” tab in the new portfolio form:
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)

The columns contain the following statistical results:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No.: Project number as ordered by Median Rank
Name: Project Name
Rank Median: The median of the absolute project ranks (ranked by SMART Score) from all the simulations.
For example, if there were 2,500 simulations, this is the median rank for that project obtained in all the
simulations.
Rank Mean: The mean of the project ranks (ranked by SMART Score) from all the simulations. For example, if
there were 2,500 simulations, this is the mean rank for that project obtained in all the simulations.
Rank Std. Dev.: The standard deviation from the mean of the project ranks (ranked by SMART Score) from
all the simulations. For example, if there were 2,500 simulations, this is the rank standard deviation for that
project obtained in all the simulations.
Rank Highest: The highest project rank (ranked by SMART Score) reached in all the simulations.
Rank Lowest: The lowest project rank (ranked by SMART Score) reached in all the simulations.
Rank Cumulative %: This column displays normalized cumulative percentage rankings. The cumulative
percentage is calculated based on the number of times a project was ranked at a specific rank. Projects that were
ranked higher more often have higher cumulative percentage rankings than other projects.
SMART Score Median: The median of the project SMART Score from all the simulations.
SMART Score Mean: The mean of the project SMART Score from all the simulations.
SMART Score Std. Dev.: The standard deviation from the mean of the project SMART Score from all the
simulations.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
You can view the distribution histogram
charts for each project by clicking on the
[Distrib. Chart] button at the top of the form:

You can scroll through the projects using the list form and open individual projects to view the median and mean result details.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
You can view and analyze all the data from the statistical summary report using Ranking Charts and Bubble
Charts. For example, the ranking chart below displays the median SMART scores, the 90% and 10% limits, the
maximum and minimum scores achieved in the simulation, and the “Profit” as bubble area.
Max
90%
10%
Min

In charts that display both
standard deviations or
90-10% limits and Max-Min,
the standard deviation or
90-10% limits are represented
by the horizontal lines across
the vertical bars and the MaxMin is represented by the
ends of the vertical bars.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
You can view the Cumulative Percentage Bar chart for the
portfolio by clicking on the [Cum. %] button at the top of the form:

The cumulative percentage is calculated based on the number of times a project was ranked at a specific rank.
Projects that were ranked higher more often have higher cumulative percentage rankings than projects not
ranked higher often. Cumulative percentage thus represents the strength of a ranking. The Cumulative
Percentage Bar chart (above) represents the normalized data from the Cumulative Percentage Line chart.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
You can view the Cumulative Percentage Line chart for
the portfolio by clicking on the [Line Chart] button at the
bottom of the Cumulative Percentage Bar chart form:

A
B
C

D

These lines can be interpreted as follows: Using Project Pegasus as an example, we can see that it was ranked
9th or higher in 100% of the simulations (Point A). It was ranked 4th or higher in approximately 85% of the
simulations (Point B). It was ranked 3d or higher in 60% of the simulations (Point C)., and it was never ranked
higher than 3d (Point D at 0%). Because these line charts are complex, the bar chart is the preferred way of
interpreting the Cumulative Percentage results.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
You can also view the simulation prioritization results in bubble charts.

You can choose what uncertainty data you wish to display in the first tab of the Bubble Chart
Preferences form. The display options available depend on the data selected for the X or Y axes.
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
Re-prioritizing after a Portfolio Change: Whenever a project or a portfolio attribute is changed, the
portfolio’s SMART values and projects rankings should be re-calculated. This is done automatically in portfolios
not prioritized using Monte Carlo simulations. In a Simulation-Prioritized portfolio, it requires running the
simulation again on the modified portfolio. This can take several minutes for large portfolios, portfolios with
many active attributes, and portfolios with many saved Portfolio Views.
Optsee® provides several options: You can have the re-prioritization run automatically each time a change is
made or you can run them manually.
Automatic Re-prioritization: A Prioritization Simulation will run after any saved change if the [Automatically Reprioritize Projects] checkbox in the Portfolio Preferences form is checked. The prioritizer will use the last used
prioritization parameters. Note that the portfolio and projects cannot be modified while a simulation is running.

Manual Re-prioritization: A portfolio can be re-prioritized at any time simply by clicking the [Prioritizer] button at
the top of the Portfolio form to open the prioritizer form.
Simulation Current Indicators: If a change has been made that effects the prioritization and the “Automatically Reprioritize Projects” option is off, a red blinking light will appear above the at the top of the Portfolio form and an “X” will
appear in the “Simulation Is Current” column in the Portfolio List form:
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SMART Prioritization Using Simulations (cont.)
Portfolio Data Display: You can choose what data you want displayed in the SMART Score columns in
the Portfolio form in the Portfolio Preferences form:

Project Data Display: You can choose what data you want displayed in the SMART Score boxes in the
Project form in the Project Preferences form:
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Optimizing Your Portfolios
Optsee® allows you to study the behavior of portfolios under multiple parameters, and displays charts and lists of projects
ranked in order of Overall Value. This information alone is often not adequate to easily select an optimized set of projects based
on business constraints such as budget dollars, available human resources, acceptable risk, timing, etc. For example, you may have
20 potential projects that would cost a sum total of $40 million and would require 30 full-time employees to complete. If you
only have a budget of $20 million and 22 full-time employees, it can be very difficult and time consuming to manually determine
the best selection of projects to resource. In this 20-project example, there are over 1 million different possible portfolios. In a
30-project portfolio, there are over 1 billion different possible portfolios, and the number continues to rise exponentially as
shown in the chart below:
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Optimizing Your Portfolios
An optimization finds optimal or close to optimal portfolios based on your constraints from many potential solutions. An
optimal solution is one that yields the highest value within the constraint limitations. The surface map below shows all the
possible solutions meeting limited cost and limited employee constraints for a small (12 project) portfolio. This portfolio has
4,096 potential solutions and an exhaustive search of all possible solutions (a "brute force" search) identified 2,773 solutions. Of
these 2,773 solutions, three near-optimal solutions can be seen among many local smaller maxima. Even though this was a small
portfolio with only two constraints that was easy to solve using a "brute force" technique, it illustrates the challenges of
optimizing larger portfolios with multiple constraints and billions or trillions of potential solutions.

Near-optimal Solutions
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Optimizing Your Portfolios (cont.)
Optsee® provides you with three different optimizers:
1.The “Brute Force” optimizer: Use this optimizer to find an optimal solution for portfolios consisting of not more than 20
Projects (1,048,576 possible solutions).
2.The "Genetic Optimizer": This optimizer uses a proprietary genetic algorithm to find an optimized set of Projects that satisfy
up to thirty different constraints.
3.The "Branch and Bound" optimizer: This is a proprietary “Branch and Bound” algorithm designed to quickly explore the
optimization surface and find optimal solutions if one exists. It is designed for portfolios containing less than 32 projects.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The “Branch and Bound” Optimizer IS DISABLED for finding optimized portfolios using only "Mean not
greater" or "Mean not less" constraints as it is not effective for these kinds of optimizations.

The selection of which optimizer to use depends on the particular optimization challenge. Optimizations of large portfolios
with large numbers of constraints or tight constraints take longer than smaller portfolios with looser constraints. Optimizing
using Mean value constraints takes longer. We generally recommend testing several optimizer and optimization parameters
to determine which optimizer and settings give you the best performance and results for your particular portfolio/constraint
combination.
You can also use the [Suggested Parameters] button at the bottom of the form as a starting point for your portfolio.
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Optimizing Your Portfolios (cont.)
1. Start by clicking the [Show Optims] button at the top of the portfolio form.

2. If the portfolio has never been optimized, this will open an empty optimizer list at the bottom of the portfolio
form. At the bottom of the optimizer list are three buttons; click the [New Optimizer] to open the optimizer
form.
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Optimizing Your Portfolios (cont.)
1. Enter the name of
new optimization.
2. Enter the name of
optimization type.
3. Select the “Optimization
Attribute”
• The represents the
portfolio column sum that
you want to maximize:
4. Using the controls at the
bottom of the form, enter your
attribute constraint limitations
(up to 100). These may be:
• Not Greater Than
• Not Less Than
• Mean Not Greater Than
• Mean Not Less Than
The example has 3 constraints. It will find a subset of projects that maximizes the total
portfolio SMART Score while not exceeding $70,000 in “Cost ($),” 65 “Resources Required,”
and keeping the mean of the “Probability of Success (%)” for the entire portfolio above 65%.
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Optimizing Your Portfolios (cont.)
6. The optimizer progress form opens to show you the
progress of the optimization.

8. When the optimization is complete, the results are
displayed in the Optimization Results form. This
optimization yielded portfolio with a Total SMART Score
of 650.64. It spend $66,930 of the $70,000 cost
constraint,; it uses 64 of the 65 required resources
constraint, and the mean probability of success for the
selected projects is 71.94%.
It took less than a second to find this portfolio out of
over 1 million possible portfolios.
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Optimizing Your Portfolios (cont.)
9. After the optimization, the selected projects are marked with a checkmark in the “Last” column in the portfolio form.
Because this is the first optimization, the “Base” column as the same checkmarks. (As you will see later, these columns let
you compare different optimizations.) By highlighting the selected projects and clicking the “Subset” button, we can
display only the 16 selected projects in the form. The data at the bottom provides a statistical summary of each attribute
column. The highlighted fields correspond to constraint values displayed in the Optimization Results form.

In the figure above, you can see how and where the optimization results data are displayed in the Portfolio form.
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Optimizing Your Portfolios (cont.)
10. After running 2 more optimizations with lower cost and resource constraints, we obtained the results shown below.
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Optimizing Your Portfolios (cont.)
You can compare different optimizations in the portfolio form by checking the “Base” and “Last” columns in the
Optimizer list form at the bottom of the Portfolio form. The results of the optimization selected as the “Base”
optimization appear in the “Base” column and the results of the “Last” optimization are displayed in the “Last” column.
A red symbol color indicates a difference between the two optimizations and black indicates the same status.
The following symbols are used to indicate
project status:
= Selected in Optimization
= Rejected in Optimization
= “Forced-In” as non-discretionary
= “Forced-Out” as deliberately excluded
The symbols are colored red when the “Last”
optimization result is different than the “Base”
optimization result
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Optimizing Using Project Dependencies
Project dependencies are important when you want to optimize portfolios and keep selected groups of Projects
together or select one Project or another (but not both) or select both Projects or neither Project. Optsee® lets you
select sets of project dependencies so you can easily try different dependency constraints in your optimizations.
1. Select the “Edit Dependencies” menu
item from the Portfolio menu to open
the “Dependencies” form.

2. Click “New Set” to open the
“Dependency Set” form.
3. Enter the name here.
4. Select the “Independent Project” from the
“Independent Project” drop-down menu.
5. Select the dependency type from the
“Type” drop-down menu.
6. Select the “Dependent Project” from the
“Dependent Project” drop-down menu.
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Optimizing Using Project Dependencies (cont.)
7. Add the remaining dependencies as
shown. Note that adding the “Both or
Neither” dependency at line 4 ensures that
the entire series of projects starting at
“Project Aries” on line 1 and ending at
Project Crater” on line 3 is either included
or rejected.
8. Click “Save” to save the dependencies.

9. The Dependency Set is now
displayed the the “Dependency Set”
form. Click the close button to close
the form.
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Optimizing Using Project Dependencies (cont.)
After you have created one or more dependency sets you can use them in optimizations.
1. Open the Middle Cost and Resources optimization and click on the
“Use Parameters” button to automatically open a new optimizer form
with the identical parameters and constraints.

2. Enter the name of new
optimization.
3. Select “Dependency Set 1” from
the “Select Dependency Set” popup menu.
The individual dependencies are
then displayed in the listbox.
4. Click “Optimize” to perform
the optimization.

5. Click “Optimize” to start.
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Optimizing Using Project Dependencies (cont.)
You can view the results of the dependency constraints in the Optimization Results form by clicking the blue toggle
button on the form.
Optimized value corresponding
to the maximized portfolio
column sum.
Notice that the sum is less than
the original optimization because
of the constraints imposed by the
projects dependencies.

The Dependency
optimization results are
displayed in the listbox.
1. Toggle this button to see the
Dependency results.

The “Result” column displays
which projects were selected
based on the dependency
constraints.

5. Click “Optimize” to start.
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Optimizing Using Project Dependencies (cont.)
Comparing the “Middle Cost and Resources” (without dependencies) in the “Base” column and the “Middle with
Dependencies” in the “Last” column easily shows you which projects were selected or rejected with the dependency
constraints added.
The following symbols are used to indicate
project status:
= Selected in Optimization
= Rejected in Optimization
= “Forced-In” as non-discretionary
= “Forced-Out” as deliberately excluded
The symbols are colored red when the “Last”
optimization result is different than the “Base”
optimization result
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Optimizing With “Force-In and “Force Out”
You can specify Projects to be included in the optimization results as non-discretionary projects (Forced-In) or
excluded (Forced-Out) of the optimization results by checking the “F.I. (Forced-In) and “F.O. (Forced-Out) columns,
repespectively, in the Portfolio form.

These two Projects have checkmarks in
the “F.I.” column indicating that the will be
“forced-in” as non-discretionary in future
optimizations.

These two Projects have checkmarks in
the “F.O.” column indicating that the will
be “forced-out” as deliberately excluded in
future optimizations.
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Optimizing With “Force-In and “Force Out” (cont.)
After re-optimizing using the same “Middle Cost and Resources” constraints and adding the two “Forced-In” and the
two “Forced-Out” constraints, we can compare the two optimizations. Note that the “Middle with Forced-In and Out”
optimization SMART score is much lower than the “Middle Cost and Resources” optimization SMART score.
The following symbols are used to indicate
project status:
= Selected in Optimization
= Rejected in Optimization
= “Forced-In” as non-discretionary
= “Forced-Out” as deliberately excluded
The symbols are colored red when the “Last”
optimization result is different than the “Base”
optimization result
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Comparing Multiple Optimizations

The “Optimizations” tab in the Portfolio form shows a comparison of all the saved optimizations. Projects currently
part of the Portfolio are listed as “Listed” in the “Current” column. If a projects was deleted or not present at the time
of the optimization, it is listed as deleted.
Clicking on a column header sorts the list by that column. Double-clicking on a column opens the saved optimization.

The following symbols are used to indicate
project status:
= Selected in Optimization
= Rejected in Optimization
= “Forced-In” as non-discretionary
= “Forced-Out” as deliberately excluded
The symbols are colored red when the project
was selected in the optimization and red when it
was not selected.
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Using the “Selected” Preference Parameter
The “Sel” column on the left of the Portfolio listbox or the checkbox in the Project form allow you to “select” and
“unselect” projects. Deselected project bubbles appear in charts with an “X” drawn through them when the “Mark
Unselected Projects” checkbox is checked in the chart preferences form.
You can also select and deselect projects using the “Modify Selection...” menu item under the “Portfolios” menu as
illustrated in the example below.
2. Open the “Modify
1. Sort by clicking the “Base” header,
Selection” form using the
and then select (highlight) the projects
“Modify Selection...” menu
with an “X” in the “Base” column.
item under the “Portfolios”
menu.

3. Choose “Selected” from the “Attribute” popup
menu and un-check the “Selected” checkbox. Click
[Modify] to save the changes.
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Using the “Selected” Parameter (cont.)
4. Click [All] at the top of the Portfolio
form. Note that the highlighted projects are
no longer checked in the “Sel” column.

5. Open a Bubble Chart Preferences form,
and check the “Mark Unselected Projects”
checkbox under the “Objects” tab.
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Using the “Selected” Parameter (cont.)
After opening the modified chart, you can see that the unselected projects are marked with an “X” through the center of
the bubble in the chart and the legend. In this example, you can see how the optimizer primarily rejected the projects in
or closest to the lower right quadrant (highest cost and lowest SMART score).
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The Portfolio Dashboard
You can use the Optsee® Dashboard to display and analyze multiple charts and project mixes in a single form. You can
display different charts using the drop down menu, and the button bar allows you to select to view the Attribute list, the
Saved Optimization list, and the Portfolio Views list.
In the Portfolio List form, select the row of the portfolio that you want to display in the Dashboard, and then click the
[Dashboard] button to open the Dashboard.

The [Dashboard] button on the Portfolio List form
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The Portfolio Dashboard (cont.)
You can use the Optsee® Dashboard to display and analyze multiple charts and projects in a single form. Select the
portfolio you want to display in the Portfolio List form and then click the [Dashboard] button.You can display different
charts using the drop down menu, and the [Attributes], [Views], and [Optimization] buttons in the button bar lets you see
a summary lists in the lower right for selected data. By dragging the right side, you can display an third additional chart.
Full button bar for
adding, modifying,
sorting, querying, and
creating new projects
and charts.
Compare 3 charts
simultaneously
including rotating
3D charts
Modify, open, and
select different
charts to compare
Select the view that
you want to display
in the corresponding
chart
Entire portfolio
displayed so you can
examine, open, and
compare projects

Toggle this listbox to
display, modify, and
open your attributes,
portfolio views, or
saved optimizations
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Creating and Using Portfolio Views
Portfolio views are user-saved subsets of Projects that can be easily recalled in the portfolio form by clicking on the name
of the view in the Portfolio Views List form. When the name of a view is selected, the portfolio form and all open child
charts associated with that portfolio are re-drawn to reflect the Projects in that view. Each portfolio view is assigned a
color and pattern by the user using the New Portfolio View form. This color is displayed to represent the view in the
Efficient Frontier form. This makes it easy to compare different portfolio views relative to the efficient frontiers.
1. Return to your portfolio form and
Click on “Show Views” button to
toggle open the “Portfolio Views” list at
the bottom of the form.

2. The “Portfolio Views” from allows you to save individual subsets of Projects for recalling later. When
you perform an optimization, the selected subset of Projects is automatically saved as a “Portfolio View” if
the [Save Optimization as Portfolio View] checkbox is selected. Note that all of the optimizations in the
list below were saved as Portfolio Views.
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Creating and Using Portfolio Views (cont.)
3. Return to your portfolio form and click on “Strategic Value” header to sort the portfolio by Strategic Value,
and then select the projects in the “Excellent,” “Very Good,” and “Good” categories.

4. Click the [New View] button at the bottom of the Portfolio Views Listbox to open the “New
Portfolio View” form.
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Creating and Using Portfolio Views (cont.)
5. Enter the Portfolio View Name.
6. Select the color and pattern.
7. Select the number of simulations
that you want to run.
8. Click “Save” to save the View.
Note: When the portfolio is prioritiized using
Simulations, each Portfolio View is also evaluated using a
simulations for the projects contained in the View.

9. For Portfolios using simulation prioritizations, a progress bar will display to show you the
progress of the simulation.
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Creating and Using Portfolio Views (cont.)
10. When the Portfolio View is finished, only the projects contained in the View are displayed, and the new view
name and statistical summary are shown in the Portfolio View listbox. When you click on a Portfolio View row
only the projects selected for that view are displayed in the Portfolio form and in any open charts.
Note that only projects in the “Excellent,” “Very Good,” and “Good” categories are displayed below.
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Creating and Using Portfolio Views (cont.)
11. Double-clicking on the row or selecting the View and clicking the [Open View] button opens the portfolio
view in the Portfolio View form.

Median and 90%, 10%

Mean and Std. Deviation

The Portfolio View form value distribution for the entire portfolio is displayed in a histogram. This can serve as a guide
for estimating the probability of the actual portfolio value. In the “Median and 90% and 10%” view, the probability is 80%
that the actual portfolio value is between the 10% and 90% bars. In the “Mean and Std. Deviation” view, the probability
that the actual value is between +/-1 sigma is 64.2%, between +/-2 sigma is 95.4%, and between +/-3 sigma is 99.6%.
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Comparing Portfolios Against Efficient Frontiers
The efficient frontier represents the maximum output (such as profit) that can be achieved for a given input (such as cost). To manually find the efficient frontier for
portfolio, you would take the output value for each project and divide it by its corresponding input value and then order the projects from highest to lowest. For
example, ordering a portfolio by profit/cost would rank the projects by the most units of profit per unit of cost. In the chart below, Project Columbia has the highest
profit-to-cost ratio and Project Cetus has the lowest profit-to-cost ratio.
Because the efficient frontier represents the best outcome (or highest “bang for the buck”). portfolios cannot be above the frontier line. Portfolios below the efficient
frontier are not providing the maximum return
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
An efficient frontier represents a single attribute dimension, thus, for example, portfolios along a Profit versus Cost efficient frontier may far away from a Profit
versus Resources efficient frontier (left chart below) or a Probability of Success versus Cost efficient frontier (right chart below). This is another reason that
Optimizing to overall value is so powerful: it considers multiple dimensions simultaneously to give you the “best compromise” result.

Probability of Success versus Cost efficient frontier
chart (Left). Projects on the left have a higher
Probability of Success per unit of Cost than projects
on the right of the curve.

Profits versus Resources Required efficient frontier
chart (Right). Projects on the left have higher Profit
per unit of Resources Required than projects on the
right of the curve.
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
Because the SMART value score integrates all of the important value-related attributes into a single score, using SMART score in efficient frontiers is
an excellent way to compare portfolios. In the example below, the Median SMART Score versus Cost efficient frontier is displayed. Projects with the
highest SMART Score per unit of cost ratio are on the left and projects with the lowest SMART Score per unit of cost ratio are on the right.
Next, we’ll see how to compare your optimizations and portfolio views against different efficient frontiers.
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
1. Return to your portfolio form and
Click on “the [Efficnt. Frontier] button
to open the Efficient Frontier Chart.
2. The Efficient Frontier Chart opens without any data displayed. Click on the X-axis attribute to select
the X-axis attribute for display.

3. The Efficient Frontier Chart will then display the efficient frontier you selected. The legend will show
any saved Portfolio Views.
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
4. Clicking on a Portfolio View in the Legend displays that portfolio view in the chart so that you can
compare it in relationship to the efficient frontier and other portfolios. Clicking in the “Sel” or “Pic”
column checks the row and causes the projects associated with the checked Portfolio View to be
displayed in the legend.

Tip: Double-clicking on a row in the “Views” legend
opens that Portfolio View in the Portfolio View form.
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
5. The objects in the charts are interactive:
Left-clicking on a portfolio bubble opens a popup
menu that lets you hide the portfolio (removes it
from the chart area) or cause the bubble to blink
on-and-off if blinking is turned on using the
[Blinking On] button at the bottom of the form.
Right-clicking on a portfolio bubble displays name
and corresponding parameters for that portfolio.

Right-clicking on a project diamond along the
efficient frontier line displays the name and
corresponding parameters for that project
The [Clear All] button clears all displayed
Portfolios from the chart. The [Clear Last] button
clears the last selected portfolio from the chart.
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
6. There are many display options in the Efficient Frontier Chart Preferences form that allow you to
modify the chart display and the data display.
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
Checking the [Display Portfolio View Name]
checkbox in the Preferences form displays the
Portfolio View names centered and above the
corresponding bubbles.

Un-checking the [Display Efficient Frontier Line]
checkbox in the Preferences form hides the
efficient frontier line.

Checking a [Show Frontier Project Names]
checkbox in the Preferences form displays the
Project Names to the left of the corresponding
diamond.

You can also display a variety of configurations
to display the statistical data associated with
each portfolio view including maximum and
minimum, median, and mean and standard
deviation.
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
7. Checking the [Display High/Low Frontiers] checkbox in the Preferences form displays the efficient
frontiers calculated from the maximum and minimum values. The “Maximum” line represents the
efficient frontier if all the projects reached their maximum attribute value and the “Minimum” line
represents the efficient frontier if all the projects reached their minimum attribute value.

m
imu
Max
Like
Most-

ly

Minimum
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Comparing Portfolios and Efficient Frontiers (cont.)
8. By assigning different attributes to the axes, it is easy to instantly compare portfolios in different
efficient frontiers as shown in the examples below.

Mean SMART Score versus Cost

Probability of Success versus Cost

Profit versus Cost

Strategic Value versus Cost
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines
A baseline project is a saved copy of a project or data from a portfolio at a point in time that you can
use to compare with future changes. When you "snap a baseline" you are saving a picture of what that
portfolio and/or project looked like at that time. Baselines allow you to save a set of values for each
project and portfolio, and then be visually alerted if a change in a project exceeds a set limit.
You can set two (2) indicators for change: one indicating a minor deviation from the baseline (e.g.
exceeding ±5%), and one indicating a major deviation from the baseline (e.g. exceeding ±10%). When
a change exceeds a minor or major change limit, the project form field an arrow next to the attribute
indicating the type of change (major or minor) by the color and the direction of the change (positive
or negative) by the direction.

For unassigned attributes or date attributes, the “Not Applicable” symbol is displayed.
In addition, after a project is saved, the color in the change indicator column in the Portfolio form
may change color (green, yellow or red) for the projects if it has saved attribute values that are
outside the assigned baseline limits compared to the las snapped baseline. If there is no snapped
baseline for the project, the change indicator is green. The Baseline Color Column display in the
Portfolio form can be toggled on and off in the Portfolio Preferences form.
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Viewing Portfolio Trends: Every time a Portfolio baseline is “snapped,” the Portfolio data data is saved
as a baseline to compare with previous Portfolio baselines. These can be viewed in the Portfolio form or in a
“Trend Tracker” form.
Open a Portfolio and click on the “Show Baseline” menu item under the “Baselines” menu.

The basic baseline trends are then displayed at the bottom of the Portfolio form.

Select the portfolio
data that you want to
display (SMART Scores
or Attributes data)
Select the portfolio
statistics that you
want to display
Opens the Trend
Tracker in a separate
form
Each point represents a
snapped baseline.
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Viewing Portfolio Trend Tracker: Click on the “Open Trend Tracker” menu item under the
“Baselines” menu or click on the “Open Trend Tracker” button on the “Portfolio” form to open the Trend
Tracker form.

Select the portfolio
statistics that you
want to display
Displays the date and
SMART value data associated
with each Baseline
Clicking on a row displays
the Attribute values for that
baseline in the Attribute list
on the lower right and the
distribution histogram in
the upper right
The attribute list
displays the Attribute
data associated with
the selected Baseline in
the Baseline list
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Click the Distribution button to
display a large Distribution
chart in the form

Click a row in the Attribute
list to display the Baseline
values for that Attribute in
the chart above

Click the [View
SMART Score Trend]
to return to the
SMART score chart
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Viewing Last Baseline in Project Form: Open a Project and click on the “Show Last Baseline” menu
item under the “Baselines” menu to display the last snapped baseline in the Project form.

Displays the date and
time of last snapped
baseline

Click on the “Show Current Data” menu item under the “Baselines” menu
to re-display the last saved data in the Project form.
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Viewing Project Baselines and Trends: You can snap baselines for individual projects and view them
in the Project Trend Tracker form.
Open a Project and click on the “Open Trend Tracker” menu item under the “Baselines” menu.

This chart displays the rank at
each saved Baseline. The rank and
number of Projects for each
Baseline is displayed in the
Baseline list in the lower left.
Display Chart Rank or Scores
The Baseline list displays the
date, time, rank, and SMART
value data associated with each
Baseline
Clicking on a row displays the
Attribute values for that Project
baseline in the Attribute list on
the lower right and the
distribution histogram in the
upper right
The attribute list displays the
Project Attribute data
associated with the selected
Baseline row in the Baseline list
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Click the Distribution button
to display a large Distribution
chart in the form

This chart displays the
SMART Score mean and
standard deviation for
each saved baseline.
Select the Project
statistics that you
want to display
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)

This chart displays the
value for “Profit” for
each saved Baseline.
Click a row in the
Attribute list to display
the Baseline values for
that Attribute in the chart
above

Click the [SMART
Score Trend] to
return to the SMART
score chart
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Setting Change Indicator Limits: You can set two (2) indicators for
change: one indicating a minor deviation from the baseline (e.g. exceeding ±5%),
and one indicating a major deviation from the baseline (e.g. exceeding ±10%).
When a change exceeds a minor or major change limit, the project form field
an arrow next to the attribute indicating the type of change (major or minor)
by the color and the direction of the change (positive or negative) by the
direction.
Setting Portfolio Change Indicator Limits: Open a Portfolio and
click the “Portfolio Baseline Limits” menu item under the “Baseline” menu
to open the “Portfolio Baseline Limits” form.

Select the Indicator
Value to Track
Select the “Minor”
change percentage
for the SMART Score
Select the “Major”
change percentage
for the SMART Score
Select the “Minor”
change percentage
for Attribute Values
Select the “Major”
change percentage
for Attribute Values

These values trigger the
Change Indicators in the
lower left box of the
Portfolio Trend Tracker
These values trigger the
Change Indicators in the
lower right box of the
Portfolio Trend Tracker
Check “Save as Default”
to use for future new
portfolios
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Setting Project Change Indicator Limits: Open a Project and
click the “Project Baseline Limits” menu item under the “Baseline” menu to
open the “Project Baseline Limits” form.

Select the “Minor”
change percentage
Select the “Major”
change percentage
Check “Save For All
Projects” to apply these
values to all the projects in
the Portfolio.

Change Indicator Column: In the Portfolio form, the
“Change” column (“Ch”) displays a circle indicating if a Project has
changed outside of the its Baseline limits. A green circle indicates
no change; a yellow circle indicates a “minor” change; and a red
circle indicates a “major” change. If there are multiple Attribute
changes, the circle indicates the maximum change.
The display of this column can be toggled on and off in the
Portfolio Preferences form.

Check “Save as Default” to
use for new projects or
projects that don’t have the
limits specified

Minor change
No change
Major change
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Project and Portfolio Tracking Using Baselines (cont.)
Snapping Baselines: Portfolio Baselines can be snapped using the “Snap Portfolio Only” menu item under the
“Baselines” menu item in the Portfolio menu bar. When a Portfolio-only Baseline is snapped, the only Portfolio
Summary Attribute values and SMART score data are saved. If the Portfolio used a simulation prioritization, that last
prioritization parameters are used the generate the statistical data for the Portfolio baseline by performing a
simulation.

Project Baselines can be snapped using the “Snap Portfolio and Projects” menu item under the “Baselines”
menu item in the Portfolio menu bar or using the “Snap New Project Baseline” under the “Baselines” menu
item in the Project menu bar.
When a Project Baseline is snapped, the Attribute values, Optimization Parameters, and SMART score data is
saved. If the Portfolio used a simulation prioritization, that last prioritization parameters are used the generate
the statistical data for the Project baseline by performing a simulation.

Portfolio Baselines Menu

Projects Baselines Menu
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Printing and Exporting Charts
Charts can be exported to a variety of graphics formats, including jpeg, gif, and png formats, by
opening the chart and selecting the “Export...” menu item from the “File” menu or control-e
( Windows) or command-e (Mac) key combinations.
Selecting to “Print” or “Export” opens a preference form that lets you set the chart and legend
displays independently. The charts are printed so that they closely match the chart displayed on the
monitor, so you can adjust the height and width of the chart by adjusting the window size of the
displayed chart. If selected for inclusion, chart legends are displayed underneath the chart area.

You can select to print or export
the entire portfolio or just the
displayed projects.
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Printing and Exporting Charts (cont.)
Below are some export examples:
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Printing and Exporting Portfolios

Portfolios are printed by opening a portfolio and selecting the “Print...” menu item from the “File” menu or using the
control-p ( Windows) or command-p (Mac) key combinations. Before you print, you will be asked to select how many
columns of data that you want to print. (This avoids printing pages of empty columns.) You can print 3 attribute columns
on the first page and 7 each on the remaining pages.

Portfolio data can be exported to tab-delimited text files that can be opened by most popular spreadsheet applications.
To export a portfolio, open the portfolio and select the “Export...” menu item from the “File” menu or use the control-e
( Windows) or command-e (Mac) key combinations. Note that the color/pattern (“Pic.”) column is not exported and
the checkmarks in the selected (“Sel.”) column are exported as asterisks (“*”).
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Importing Projects to Your Portfolio
1. Select “Create Import Template...” from the “Portfolios” menu.

2.You can select to include all the displayed projects or
create an empty template and click [Create].
TIP: Include any projects that you want to edit in the template.

3. Follow the standard save dialog process for your
system to save the Template.

4. The template is saved as a tab-delimited text file.
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Importing Projects to Your Portfolio (cont.)
5. Open the template in Microsoft Excel or other spreadsheet program that
can open and save tab-delimited text files.

6. Here is the template after adding 15 new Projects:

7. Be sure to save the template as a tab-delimited text file:
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Importing Projects to Your Portfolio (cont.)
8. Select “Import from Template...” from the “Portfolios” menu
to open the “Import From Template” form.
TIP: When using the “Append Imported Data...” option, Projects
with the same name in the Portfolio will have their Attribute
data changed to reflect any changes made in the template, but
their color and pattern data will stay the same.

9. Click [Import] and select the import template file. The Projects are
immediately prioritized and displayed in the Portfolio form.

TIP: You can sort the Portfolio by
clicking on the headers at the top
of the columns, except for the
“Pic.” column.

NOTE: Only main values can be imported Plus and Minus Uncertainty values cannot be imported. After an import, the
and Minus values for new projects are calculated depending on the default value settings.
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More Information...
Many of the features and functions of Optsee® are not covered in this Quick Start Guide, however,
Optsee® has a complete Help File that is installed with the application and each major form has a
yellow “Help” button in the lower left corner. Simply click on that button to open a detailed
description of that form in your web browser.
For more information about Optsee® including licensing, technical support or training, please visit
our website at:
http://www.Optsee.com
or e-mail us at support@datamachines.com
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